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Details of Visit:

Author: jackmanc
Location 2: Salford
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 16 Dec 2010 12.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 125
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Sheridan's
Website: http://www.sheridansofsalford.co.uk
Phone: 01617379666

The Premises:

Easy to find parlour on small industrial estate. It has its own car parking, and rear entrance. It's a
former hairdressing salon. Inside the parlour is comfortable and feels safe. Receptionist was friendly
and provided tea while waiting.

The Lady:

Friendly mid 30s scouser with enormous natural breasts.

The Story:

I went for the full service nuru massage at ?125 for the hour (a half hour is ?90). It was a very cold
day, so I had to wait until the nuru room was warmed up, but tea and a chat were provided so no
problem. The nuru room has a good shower, a nuru area with a double air mattress, and a bed.
There's also a BDSM frame and some related apparatus, but that's not my thing.

The nuru gel comes in a small pot and is warmed in advance. The session started with a shared
shower with Jody, so I got my first feel of those fantastic tits. Then I lay face down on the mattress
while Jody applied the warm slippery gel (nice!). She began with hands then moved on to body to
body. The feeling of her huge tits and erect nipples on my back, bum, and balls was really arousing.
Turned over later for a similar experience from the front. The sight of my cock slipping between
those tits, accompanied by bouts of OWO, got me as hard as I've been for ages. The nuru massage
was great fun, with lots of laughs as you both try to stay on the mattress which by now is very
slippery indeed. After about 40 minutes, we moved to the bed to finish. More OWO and a handjob
over Jody's tits (where else?) did the trick. A long shower is needed to get the gel off, particularly if
you've got some body hair, but the shower here is good. Jody was friendly and chatty and never
rushed me at any stage. I got dressed, got a peck on the cheek, then left completely satisfied.

If you haven't had a nuru massage before, you've really got to try it. What it would be like with
someone less friendly and less voluptuous I don't know. The receptionist said that all the girls like
doing nuru, but my only experience is with Jody, and that was great. Guys with mobility problems
might have some difficulties, but for anyone else, just go for it!
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